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Worksession Item

Office of the City Manager

WORKSESSION
December 7, 2017
To:

Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

From:

Dee Williams-Ridley, City Manager

Submitted by: Phillip L. Harrington, Director, Department of Public Works
Subject:

Development of a Vision Zero Traffic Safety Policy

INTRODUCTION
The Berkeley Strategic Transportation (BeST) Plan, adopted by Council in June 2016,
includes a recommendation that the City develop a “Vision Zero” Policy that strives
toward eliminating the number of fatal and severe traffic injuries in the City to zero. The
BeST Plan recommends the City dedicate funding to identify a “high-injury corridor
network,” so the City may use its resources to tackle the most impactful safety
improvement projects. As a follow-up to the BeST Plan recommendation, this report
provides information on the Vision Zero approach to traffic safety, and next steps toward
a possible future Vision Zero policy. Existing Vision Zero programs rely on the
coordinated commitment of Department of Public Works, Berkeley Police Department,
Department of Public Health, Office of the City Manager, and certain Elected Officials.
This coordination demonstrated why it is important to share this information at the
highest levels before embarking on any effort to develop such a plan.
CURRENT SITUATION AND ITS EFFECTS
Vision Zero is a ‘safety-first’ approach to transportation that strives toward eliminating all
deaths and severe injuries on City roadways. The Vision Zero approach to traffic safety
was first adopted by Sweden’s parliament in 1997. By 2015, traffic deaths in Sweden
dropped by over 50%, saving approximately 280 lives per year1,2. Chicago was the first
US city to adopt a Vision Zero policy or plan in 2012. Since then, other US Cities have
followed suit, including San Francisco, San Jose, Los Angeles, and Fremont, California.
The core principles of Vision Zero may be summarized as follows:


Prevention: Traffic deaths are preventable and unacceptable.



Safety over speed: Life and health should not be exchanged for speed or
convenience.

Development of Road Safety in Sweden. Swedish Transport Agency, Swedish Transport Administration,
Transport Analysis, and Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute. See
http://bit.ly/2yLFUmi.
2 Global Status Report on Road Safety 2015. World Health Organization. See http://bit.ly/2ciLUp7.
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Humans make mistakes: All humans make mistakes, but the transportation system
and policies should be designed to discourage risky behaviors and anticipate human
error to the extent possible so that the consequence of such error is not death or
severe injury.



People are inherently vulnerable: The transportation system should be designed
to result in traffic speeds and driver behaviors that protect human life.



Safety is a shared responsibility: Policies at all levels and departments of
government need to align with making traffic safety the highest priority.

Achieving Vision Zero requires creating a culture, among all City agencies, both
appointed and elected, that prioritizes traffic safety using a data-driven approach. Vision
Zero traffic safety efforts focus on the “three E’s”:


Engineering: build better and safer streets and systematically improve the existing
street network, with an emphasis on protecting the most vulnerable road users and
calming traffic;



Enforcement: focus traffic enforcement on the five violations that cause the most
injuries and deaths. In Berkeley, these are violation of the pedestrian right-of-way,
speeding, red light violation, stop sign violation and yield-while-turning violation; and



Education: increase public awareness of laws related to violation of the pedestrian
right-of-way and speeding, and highlight the human consequences of violations, in
order to change driving behavior.

BACKGROUND
From 2012 to 2016, an annual average of up to three people were killed in traffic
collisions on Berkeley streets and an additional thirty-one people were severely injured.
Severe injuries may be debilitating or life threatening and require hospitalization. To
date in 2017, two persons have been killed in traffic collisions in Berkeley: a 78-year-old
bicyclist on Sacramento Street south of Hopkins Street; and a 69-year-old pedestrian
crossing Monterrey Avenue at the intersection of Hopkins Street.
Of the fourteen people killed in traffic collisions in Berkeley between 2012 and 2016, five
were walking, four were bicycling, and five were driving at the time of those collisions.
Pedestrians and bicyclists are highly overrepresented among those killed and severely
injured in traffic collisions in Berkeley, in consideration of statistics showing pedestrians
are involved in only 7% of all crashes (35.7% of fatalities), and bicycles in only 7.8% of
crashes (28.6% of fatalities).
The three most common factors that caused severe and fatal collisions, as recorded by
law enforcement, were “Unsafe Speed” (22%); a violation of the “Pedestrian Right of
Way” (14%); and “Driving or Bicycling Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs” (10%).
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Under a Vision Zero approach, traffic safety efforts would focus on reducing these
primary causes of severe and fatal collisions. Reducing vehicle speed is particularly
important for reducing pedestrian fatalities, as a pedestrian hit by a vehicle traveling at
twenty miles per hour has a 90% chance of survival, but a pedestrian hit by a vehicle
traveling at forty miles per hour has only a 10% chance of survival.
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Pedestrian and bicycle trips do not release air pollutants or greenhouse gases. A
potential Vision Zero policy could increase the share of pedestrian and bicycle trips by
making these travel modes safer and more accessible. For example, a survey related to
the 2017 Berkeley Bicycle Plan found 71% of Berkeley residents are interested in
bicycling, but do not do so because they are concerned about safety. Increasing cycling
and walking would help the City achieve the Berkeley Climate Action Plan greenhouse
gas emission reduction targets of 33% below year 2000 levels by the year 2020, and
80% below year 2000 levels by 2050. The Climate Action Plan states that transportation
modes such as cycling must become the primary means of fulfilling the City’s mobility
needs in order to meet these targets.
POSSIBLE FUTURE ACTION
The first step towards adopting a Vision Zero policy would be a City commitment to
strive toward eliminating all traffic fatalities and injuries. A task force or working group
could then be convened with representatives from City Departments that have
jurisdiction or influence over roadways or public health, including Berkeley Police
Department, Berkeley Fire Department, Department of Planning & Development, Public
Health Division of the Department of Health, Housing & Community Services,
Department of Public Works, the Office of the City Manager, and the City Council.
FISCAL IMPACTS OF POSSIBLE FUTURE ACTION
Fiscal impacts of future actions depend upon actions identified by the Council or a
future Vision Zero task force or working group. New safety efforts will require
reprioritizing non-safety related work, re-focusing existing safety-related work under a
Vision Zero approach, or providing additional funding.
CONTACT PERSON
Farid Javandel, Transportation Division Manager, Public Works (510) 981-7061
Beth Thomas, Principal Planner (510) 981-7068

Attachment:
1: Moving from Vision to Action: Fundamental Principles, Policies & Practices to
Advance Vision Zero in the U.S.
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VISION ZERO CITIES
Vision Zero has spread and evolved rapidly in the

As of this writing, more than 20 other U.S. cities

U.S. since New York became the first city in the

have made legislative Vision Zero commitments

nation to commit to a Vision Zero goal in 2014,

and are at various stages of designing programs

pledging to eliminate deaths and severe injuries

and policies to reach these goals, while dozens

among all road users by 2024.

communities
are
A Vision Zero City meetsmore
the following
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A VISION ZERO CITY MEETS THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM STANDARDS:
1.";|v1Ѵ;-u]o-Ѵo=;Ѵblbm-ঞm]|u-L1=-|-Ѵbঞ;v-m7v;;u;bmfub;v
2. -ouŐou|oroL1b-Ѵő_-vr0Ѵb1ѴķoL1b-ѴѴ1ollb;7|o(bvbom,;uo
3.(bvbom,;uorѴ-mouv|u-|;]bvbmrѴ-1;ķou-ou_-v1ollb;7|o7obm]vobm1Ѵ;-uঞl;=u-l;
4. ;1b|7;r-u|l;m|vŐbm1Ѵ7bm]oѴb1;ķ$u-mvrou|-ঞom-m70Ѵb1;-Ѵ|_ő-u;;m]-];7ĺ
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VISION ZERO EFFORTS SHOULD
PRIORITIZE THE FOLLOWING POLICIES
AND PRACTICES:
1.

Build and sustain leadership, collaboration
and accountability.

2. Collect, analyze and use data.
3. Prioritize equity and engagement.
4. Lead with roadway design that prioritizes safety.
5. Manage speed to safe levels.
6. Maximize technology advances, but don’t overlook
low-tech solutions.
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1. BUILD AND SUSTAIN
LEADERSHIP,
COLLABORATION
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
mu];m|ķ1Ѵ;-uķ-m7vv|-bm;7r0Ѵb11ollb|l;m|
of support for Vision Zero should come from the
hi]hestŊr-nhin] pu0lic oLci-ls in - communitķ usu-ll
the -or -nd it ouncilĺ "endin] - cle-r si]n-l of
priorit from it -ll is - criঞc-l Crst step to-rd
-li]nin] the mulঞple intern-l cit -]encies th-t -re in
inte]r-ll inoled in le-din] Vision Zero e@ortsĺ
re-ঞn] - perm-nentķ hi]hŊleel home for the citĽs
Vision Zero e@ort ithin the cit 0ure-ucr-c is -nother
he moeĺ nsঞtuঞon-liin] the orh -nd 0uildin] -n
epect-ঞon for -ccount-0ilit from -ll of the -]encies
inoled is necess-r for successĺ
rossŊsectorķ l-r]eŊsc-le coll-0or-ঞon -nd the inclusion
of public health, law enforcement, policy makers,
elected oLcials, and community members in traLc
safety work is one of the things that makes Vision Zero
powerfulĺ en though someঞmes administraঞely
challenging, this crossŊsectoral collaboraঞon ŊŊ
including using consistent data, seমng shared goals,
and deCning clear responsibiliঞes for all partners ŊŊ is
key in adancing Vision Zeroĺ
There should be clear interim goals that are
measureable on the road to zero, which all stakeholders
commit to togetherĸ this forces people to moe out of
silos and create shared responsibility and investment in
outcomesĺ

One way to encourage this is through regular
internal stakeholders meeঞngs that are driven
by data and clear goalsĺ ommiমng to regular,
public reports to governing bodies on progress
and learnings is also criঞcal to establish trust
and accountability: This includes not only the full
ity ouncil and the epected transportaঞon
leaders within city government, but also the Police
Commission, Public Health Commission and
other relevant bodies with their own leadership
structuresĺ !etuiring public reporঞng Ũ at least
tuarterly Ũ will help keep Vision Zero prominent
on decision makersĽ agendas, as well as increase
transparency with the publicĺ
n addiঞon, an eecuঞve or legislaঞve body can
help foster a culture of innovaঞon around Vision
Zero by empowering sta@ to bring new ideas
forward and supporঞng their implementaঞon,
even knowing some may ulঞmately failĺ Pilot and
demonstraঞon profects are powerful ways to
transform streets rapidly and inepensively, and
are great opportuniঞes to collect data, engage
the community, and reŊframe the traLc safety
conversaঞonĺ eing open to collaboraঞon and
learning from the eperience of other ciঞes, both
at home and abroad, is another trait of strong
Vision Zero leadershipĺ The problems of traLc
safety are not unitue to each city Ō neither are
the soluঞonsĺ
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;;Ѳorbm]oѲѲ-0ou-ࢼ;
Leadership & Accountability

RELEVANT EXAMPLES

ĺĺ-];m1Ѵ;-7;uv1oѴѴ-0ou-|;7om|_;(bvbom,;uo1ঞomѴ-mĺ
_o|o1u;7b|Ĺom-|_-m!o];uvķ bv|ub1| ;r|o=$u-mvrou|-ঞom

"trong, shared leadership encompasses not only
public-facing displays of support from City Hall, but
also empowering internal champions and fostering
a shared ownership of Vision Zero goals across
agenciesĺ
Some examples include the following:
"an ranciscoĽs Police epartment Ő" P ő
updates its Commission on Vision Zero progress
on a tuarterly basisĺ These updates are part of
public hearings, so this also serves as a chance to
inform the publicĺ The Police Chief reports to the
Commission on the specific Vision Zero goal of
focusing traffic enforcement efforts on the most
dangerous behaviors on the roadways, such as
speeding and violating pedestriansĽ right of wayĺ
The " P has set a measureable goal of ľ ocus
on the ive,Ŀ with at least ƔƏѷ of its traffic
enforcement efforts focused on the top five most
dangerous traffic behaviors, rather than lowerlevel infractions Ősuch as epired tags or broken
tail lightső that are not benefitting safety efforts as
wellĺ This helps engage law enforcement officers
and their high-level leadership directly in Vision
Zero efforts and hold them accountable in a
transparent way for the public and other interested
stakeholdersĺ
any Vision Zero cities, such as ustin, T* and
)ashington, ĺCĺ, have created ction Plans
laying out specific strategies and identifying which
agency is responsible for ľowningĿ that strategyĺ
This is a smart way to engage stakeholders clearly
and to elevate accountability and transparencyĺ n
cases where multiple agencies are involved, which

An interagency and interdepartmental task force oversees
implemention of the Austin Vision Zero Action Plan.
Photo credit: City of Austin

is common and encouraged, there should still be
a single agency identified as primarily responsible
for the actionĺ Over time, these cities should
track progress and publicly share updates with
partners and the publicĺ
os ngeles leveraged its collaborative
approach into a budget win for safetyĺ ultiple
departments, including Transportation, Public
Works & Police, submitted a coordinated Vision
Zero budget retuest in ƑƏƐƔĺ This foint proposal
highlighted the shared commitment to Vision
Zero and was favorably reviewed by the cityĽs
budget committee, resulting in more funding
being available for ĺĺĽs early Vision Zero effortsĺ
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RELEVANT EXAMPLES
Using Data to Maximize
Decision-Making

2. COLLECT,
ANALYZE AND USE DATA
eing data-driven is an essenঞal part of the safe systems approach
of Vision Zeroĺ This starts with collecঞng solid transportaঞon
safety data that reYects the basic factors in serious crashes: What
happenedĵ Whenĵ Whereĵ Whyĵ nvolving whomĵ
Police are o[en relied on as a primary source of crash data, but
they may face resource and training limitaঞons that result in
incorrect or under-reporঞngĺ o single agency should be counted
on to provide traLc safety data ŋ it retuires a coordinated e@ortĺ
One promising strategy currently being developed in "an rancisco
is combining data from hospitals and policeĺ
ata should be used at all stages of Vision Zero strategizing to
prioriঞze scarce funding and staLng resources and programmaঞc
e@ortsĺ &nderstanding which locaঞons and which behaviors
lead to the most serious infury crashes is criঞcalĺ Of course, this
informaঞon should be balanced with local knowledge about
certain areas or behaviors for which collisions go under-reported,
and analysis should be adfusted for thisĺ
nother promising, emerging strategy in this Celd is to use data
to conduct predicঞve modeling, moving beyond simply reacঞng
to past problemsĺ This method proacঞvely prioriঞzes safety
intervenঞons by analyzing locaঞons with repeated problems and
observing the characterisঞcs of those crashes and sites, then
applying that to sites throughout the city, even where serious
crashes may not have happened yetĺ
Collecঞng, analyzing and using the right data will retuire a
high level of coordinaঞon between di@erent city agencies and
partnersĺ ata should impact not only iniঞal prioriঞes and resource
decisions, but also the ongoing evoluঞon and reporঞng of a Vision
Zero programĺ How do we know if weĽre successfulĵ What works
bestĵ How do various strategies rankĵ  Vision Zero e@ort will not
be staঞc, and its development will depend on using data to gauge
impact over ঞmeĺ

When the city of os ngeles adopted
a Vision Zero resoluঞon and dug into
its data on traLc fataliঞes, it found that
ѵƔѷ of fatal crashes involving people
walking occur on fust ѵѷ of city streetsĺ
This knowledge greatly informed a
strategy for where to invest limited
resourcesĺ
"imilarly, the city of "an ranciscoĽs
analysis highlighted that people walking
and bicycling are over-represented
in traLc fataliঞes and severe infuries
Őas is true in many ciঞeső, leading to
e@orts to focus more aenঞon on
improving safety for those road users,
in parঞcularĺ This included a successful
local bond measure raising ŪƔƏƏ million
in new funds for more roadway design
improvements aimed at safety for those
walking and bicyclingĺ
nd, greater understanding of whatĽs
happening where with greater
granularity is also inYuencing the
types of safety improvements madeĺ
 recent +C Vision Zero analysis
highlighted the locaঞons where le[turning movements are most likely to
cause serious harm, giving the +C
eptĺ of Transportaঞon the informaঞon
they needed to take a data-forward
approach to proacঞvely address
potenঞal future problemaঞc areasĺ
levaঞng the usage of solid data in
traLc safety decisionmaking recognizes
that resources are Őand will always beő
Cnite, so prioriঞzing based on where
aenঞon will have the greatest impact
goes a long wayĺ
Making safety commitments based
on data-proven needs also helped
ĺĺ pass a sales ta measure in ƑƏƐѵ
bringing in an esঞmated ŪѶѵƏ millionņ
year for transportaঞon improvements
countywideĺ
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3. PRIORITIZE
EQUITY AND
ENGAGEMENT
The Vision Zero approach to traLc safety presents
both opportuniঞes and challenges to the goal of
advancing etuity in our transportaঞon systemsĺ
ata analysis and public input should help clarify
which community members and locaঞons are being
most severely impacted by unsafe traLc condiঞonsĺ n
many ciঞes in the &ĺ"ĺ, we see that some communiঞes
are systemically underserved by our current
transportaঞon systems and policiesĺ This is parঞcularly
true for low-income people, people of color, children,
senior ciঞzens, people with disabiliঞes, and people
walking and bicycling Ũall of whom are impacted
by traLc crashes at disproporঞonately high ratesĺ
t its best, Vision ZeroĽs data-driven, systems-based
approach can bring increased and overdue resources,
acঞon and poliঞcal will to communiঞes that have been
neglectedĺ
t the same ঞme, Vision Zero can pose addiঞonal
problems to a more etuitable public realmĺ The
same emphasis on a data-driven approach may seem
to fusঞfy focusing traLc enforcement in certain
neighborhoods that eperience high levels of traLc
crashesĺ These are o[en the same neighborhoods
and involve the same communiঞes eperiencing the
greatest tensions with policeĺ
"o, while our goal in Vision Zero is to increase safety
from a transportaঞon perspecঞve, we run the risk of
promoঞng over-policing with harmful impacts and
contribuঞng to the disintegraঞon of trust between
police and the communiঞes they serveĺ

"trategies to beer integrate etuity into traLc
enforcement could include community policingĸ an end
to the ľbroken windowsĿ approachĸ addiঞonal oLcer
trainingĸ use of automated enforcement over oLceriniঞated enforcementĸ greater transparency of law
enforcementĽs traLc stop dataĸ diversion programs
that focus more on educaঞon than punishmentĸ
and graduatedņঞered Cnes for traLc violaঞons, so
that low-income people are not disproporঞonately
burdenedĺ
One way city leaders and advocates can sustain this
long-overdue aenঞon is to regularly include etuity
consideraঞons on Vision Zero meeঞng agendas Ũ
not only in reacঞon to problems or criঞcism, but
systemaঞcally and proacঞvely, so that the topic is fully
integrated into ongoing Vision Zero e@orts advancing
etuity in transportaঞon systems and all stakeholders
are seeing etuity as their responsibilityĺ
City leaders must invite and encourage meaningful
community dialogue about Vision Zero e@orts,
parঞcularly from communiঞes most a@ected,
recognizing that these are also o[en the people
without adetuate ঞme, resources, eperience, or
poliঞcal access to advocate for these issuesĺ
Considering and prioriঞzing etuity early in the Vision
Zero planning process and seeking the input of diverse
voices, parঞcularly those in the communiঞes most
severely impacted yet not tradiঞonally inYuenঞal
in the traLc safety conversaঞon, can help build a
stronger, more inclusive e@ortĺ
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RELEVANT EXAMPLES

Portland, OR:
Ensuring equitable
enforcement of
Vision Zero
nsuring that Vision e@orts result in etuitable outcomes
is one of the most important challenges communiঞes
faceĺ While etuity is a comple topic that is a@ected
by nearly every aspect of governance, applying serious
thought to etuity in the early stages of Vision Zero
planning and implementaঞon is especially importantĺ
This means accounঞng for etuity in the high-level goals,
principles and priority-seমng of Vision Zero plansĺ

Portland, Oregon offers an example of
addressing equity clearly and simply at
the top level in the Vision Statement and
Guiding Principles from its Action Plan:
Ō$_;rѲ-mbѲѲ0;;tb|-0Ѳ;ĸ|bѲѲ-77u;vv|_;
7bvruorouࢼom-|;0u7;mo=|u-L1=-|-Ѳbࢼ;v-m7v;ubov
bmfub;vom1ollmbࢼ;vo=1om1;umĶbm1Ѳ7bm]r;orѲ;o=
1oѲouĶѲoňbm1ol;_ov;_oѲ7vĶoѲ7;u-7Ѳ|v-m7o|_Ķ
r;orѲ;b|_7bv-0bѲbࢼ;vĶr;orѲ;b|_Ѳblb|;7 m]Ѳbv_
ruoC1b;m1Ķ-m7_ov;_oѲ7vb|_Ѳblb|;7;_b1Ѳ;-11;vvĸ
Ō|bѲѲruboubࢼ;CѲѲbm]]-rvbmbm=u-v|u1|u;_;u;
|_ov;]-rv1om|ub0|;|o=-|-Ѳbࢼ;v-m7v;ubovbmfub;vĶ
ouѲblb||_;|u-mvrou|-ࢼomorࢼomvo=1ollmbࢼ;vo=
1om1;umĸ
Ō|bѲѲmo|u;vѲ|bmu-1b-ѲruoCѲbm]ĸ
tuitable Vision Zero outcomes depend on more than
serious acknowledgement in planning documents, of
courseĺ ollow-through is criঞcalĺ Ciঞes are Cnding that
building trust through robust community engagement
around Vision Zero is a vital strategy, parঞcularly
for communiঞes who are not normally involved in
tradiঞonal processĺ The ciঞes of os ngeles and
Washington C have set strong eamples for new
models of outreach and community partnerships that
focus on underrepresented communiঞes a@ected by
Vision Zero plansĺ

Source: Safe Routes to School National Partnership

Read more about equity and Vision Zero at visionzeronetwork.org/resources.
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4. LEAD WITH
ROADWAY
DESIGN THAT
PRIORITIZES
SAFETY
Modern traLc safety e@orts have taken an
approach that incorporates the fundamental
ľ ĽsĿ of ngineering, ducaঞon, nforcement and
valuaঞonĺ While sঞll useful Őparঞcularly as the
Ľs of tuity and ngagement are addedő, this
framework obscures several important realiঞesĺ
irst, it is important to note that not all Ľs are
created etualĺ The acঞon of physically designing
Őor re-designingő roadways to encourage safe
behavior is paramountĺ This retuires planning for
a safe network for all modes of transportaঞon,
where design choices match intended behavior
and contet, and the most physically vulnerable
users — people walking and biking — have
conঞguous, safe, and convenient infrastructure

esigners of streets must be willing to uঞlize all
design tools available, and create new ones when
necessary, to prioriঞze protecঞon of human life
above all elseĺ lected oLcials and other leaders
must courageously support designs that prioriঞze
safety, even when resistance arises due to nonsafety concernsĺ Where physical separaঞon is
not possible between automobiles and vulnerable
road users, such as people walking and bicycling,
the speed di@erenঞal should be lowered to such
a degree that serious injuries are not likely from
crashesĺ
lso, we must give greater acknowledgement
to the power and potenঞal of both speed
management and to smart technology choices to
advance safetyĺ
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5. MANAGE SPEED
TO SAFE LEVELS
Managing dangerous travel speeds is
not just an effective strategy but is a
critical tenet of Vision Zero. iven the
vulnerability of the human body, it is the force
of a crash -- related to speed and weight -- that
most determines the severityĺ "omeone walking
who is hit by a car moving at ƑƏ mph has a ƖƏѷ
chance of survival, while that person only has
closer to a ƐƏѷ chance of survival if hit by a car
moving at ƓƏ mphĺ

f a community is serious about Vision Zero,
acঞve management of speeds should be a top
engineering, policy, and legislaঞve priorityĺ There
are three major ways to do this:

First, designing self-enforcing
roadways that physically encourage
safe speeds through traLc calming and

geometric design Őeamples include narrower
travel lanes, roundabouts, and speed humpsőĺ The
physical design of a roadway is the Crst and most
impacul way to encourage speeds at safe levelsĺ

Second, setting and communicating
safe speed limits. n a complicated, mulঞ-

modal environment, this means seমng default
speed limits at levels where severe injuries are
unlikely when a car collides with a pedestrian
- ideally ƑƏ mph or lessĺ This may retuire a
change to some of the most established traLc
engineering pracঞces, such as seমng speed limits
at the ѶƔth percenঞle of car movements, as well
as legislaঞve acঞonĺ The ঞme is long overdue to
change outdated, detrimental policies such as thisĺ

And third, enforce safe speed limits.

utomated speed enforcement is a well-tested
and proven strategy to encourage safe speedsĺ
Ciঞes such as Washington ĺCĺ, Chicago,
+C and many others across the world have
e@ecঞvely discouraged speeding via the use of
safety camerasĺ  parঞcularly ঞmely beneCt is
that this technology can lessen the degree of
police oLcer discreঞon retuired in making traLc
stops, important at a ঞme when concerns about
etuitable law enforcement is at a parঞcularly high
and troubling levelĺŎ1omࢼm;7omm;|r-];ŏ
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There are important consideraঞons in uঞlizing
automated speed enforcement technology, mostly
around privacy and etuity Őfor instance, Cnes
present a disproporঞonate impact on low-income
populaঞonsőĺ These are valid concerns and can and
should be addressed in any safety camera program,
but the value of automated enforcement in protecঞng
lives is high enough that it should be integrated into
Vision Zero strategiesĺ

Simply put, communities will not
significantly advance their Vision
Zero goals if they do not directly and
assertively manage speeds on their
roadways. Vision Zero work that ignores
speed management is merely playing in
the margins of effectiveness.

RELEVANT EXAMPLES
;]bvѲ-ࢼm]
Safe Speeds
Think a change in a relaঞvely
small number of miles per hour
does not make a big di@erence
in safetyĵ Think againĺ
t ƒƔ mph, a driver needs
ƐƏƏ more feet to react and stop in response to an
unepected event compared to ƑƔ mphĺ nd faster
vehicles are deadlier – someone walking who is struck
by a vehicle travelling at ƒƏ mph is twice as likely to be
killed as someone struck by a vehicle moving at ƑƔ mphĺ
While thereĽs no silver bullet to traLc safety, one
message is undeniable: "peed killsĺ nd more leaders
are taking the iniঞaঞve to manage speed, including
lowering speed limits and using technology to
encourage safe speedsĺ
"eale, Washington and the "tate of Massachuses
passed laws in ƑƏƐѵ allowing lower speed limits as
part of their Vision Zero e@ortsĺ nd the City Council
in usঞn, Teas voted in late ƑƏƐѵ to lower its default
speed limits from ƒƏ mph to ƑƔ mph on residenঞal
streetsĺ ut, usঞn and most other ciঞes considering
such changes need approval from the state legislature
to make this desire for safety a realityĺ
Engaging support for Vision Zero at the state level will
be a major push for many of our communiঞes in the
coming years, but one well worth the e@ortĺ  ƑƏƐѵ
study by the independent, nonproCt nsurance nsঞtute
for Highway "afety ŐH"ő found that the e@ect of speed
limit increases over the past two decades ŐƐƖƖƒ to

t is understandable that major changes in speed
management programs (such as lowering default
speed limits and passing legislaঞon to allow safety
cameraső may not be the Crst public acঞon a Vision Zero
community undertakes upon its commitmentĺ uilding
buy-in and iteraঞve steps may come Crstĺ However,
speed management must be part of the processĺ This
may entail building a strong coaliঞon and strategy to win
state approval to uঞlize automated speed enforcement
technology, or it may mean starঞng with lowering speed
limits to ƑƏ mph in school zones, near senior centers, etcĺ
while building the case for a broader lowering of speed
limits citywideĺ
bove all, it is essenঞal that roadway designers be
given a clear mandate and support from high-level
leadership to prioriঞze safe speeds in their workĺ

ƑƏƐƒő have cost ƒƒ,ƏƏƏ lives in the &ĺ"ĺ s H" stated:
ľf Vision Zero is the desঞnaঞon, higher speeds are
slowing us downĺĿ
We know that lowering speed limits and changing
signage alone will not solve the problem, but these
important steps are part of the soluঞon, along with
prioriঞzing contet-sensiঞve roadway designs that
encourage lower travel speeds, as well as using
automated speed enforcement technologiesĺ
"trategic deployment of automated speed enforcement
Ő"Eő on high-injury locaঞons has proven to be
e@ecঞve in inYuencing driver behavior in many ciঞes,
including the following:
n Chicago, within the Crst year of "E, the number of
speeding events recorded by each camera reduced by
an average of Ɠƒѷĸ
Washington ĺCĺ had a reducঞon in drivers speeding
more than ƐƏ mph over the speed limit from Ɛ in ƒ to Ɛ
in ƓƏ — and reported a ƕƏѷ reducঞon in fataliঞesĸ
"ince "ealeĽs Ced camera program incepঞon in
ecember ƑƏƐƑ to ecember ƑƏƐƓ, the average
number of traLc violaঞons decreased by ѵƓѷĸ
ew +ork CityĽs speed camera program has had a
posiঞve inYuence on behaviorĺ n ƑƏƐƒ, +C won
the authority from the "tate egislature to use speed
cameras to deter speeding during school hours in a
small share of the cityĽs school zonesĺ The program has
proven e@ecঞve at deterring speeding — the number
of violaঞons issued at a typical speed camera locaঞon
declined by over ƔƏѷĺ However, ѶƔѷ of the fatal and
severe injury crashes which occur in +C do not occur
in school zones, during school hoursĺ The City is now
pursuing e@orts to epand their present authority and
use the program during the most dangerous places and
hours of the dayĺ
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6. MAXIMIZE
TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCES BUT
DON’T OVERLOOK
LOW-TECH
SOLUTIONS
Undoubtedly, various technology advances have
greatly beneCed safety on our streets, and the pace of
technology promises even more improvementsĺ
nnovaঞons in automated and augmented vehicles
are rolling onto the market and are epected to have
major impacts over the net generaঞonĺ These will
have an enormous impact on how communiঞes plan for
infrastructure and safetyĺ utonomous and connected
vehicles o@er promising tools to reduce the role of
human error in crashesĺ However, even under the best of
circumstances, itĽs going to be several decades before the
vehicles are ubituitous, and many tuesঞons remain about
how they will interact with people walking and bicyclingĺ
While much of the oversight and policy-seমng will likely
come from the state and federal levels, local policymakers
should also voice their commitment to safety Crst in all
such technical innovaঞonsĺ on-motorists have beneCted
least from the past few decades of safety technology
advances, and must be beer prioriঞzed if we are serious
about Vision Zeroĺ
nd, in the rush to embrace new technology, we should
not overlook lower-technology soluঞonsĺ or instance,
large vehicles — uঞlity trucks, buses, and freightņlogisঞcs
vehicles — are disproporঞonately responsible for traLc
fataliঞes, parঞcularly involving vulnerable users in mulঞmodal, urban areasĺ Treatments like side guards, cameras
and mirrors on large vehicles and trucks, especially in urban
areas, can reduce the consetuences of crashes and are
standard etuipment in many parts of the worldĺ

RELEVANT EXAMPLES
Inexpensive
Y;;||;1_moѲo]
improvements save lives
iscussions of technology and Vision
Zero can tuickly jump to autonomous
vehicles, intelligent signaling systems,
and other promising but high-cost and
slower-to-implement improvementsĺ
Encouragingly, ciঞes are Cnding
relaঞvely easy safety wins with low-cost,
easy-to-implement technologies tooĺ
This includes retroCমng eisঞng vehicle
Yeetsĺ n urban areas, large vehicles
represent a small porঞon of total traLc
but are disproporঞonately involved in
fatal crashes, parঞcularly when people
on foot and on bikes are involvedĺ
To help counteract some of the inherent
dangers of large vehicles, ciঞes including
oston, ew +ork City and "eale have
established procurement procedures and
policies that encourage systemaঞcally
bringing municipal and contract Yeets
up to a higher standard of safety with
driver trainings, side guards, and blind
spot mirrors and camerasĺ These are
relaঞvely inepensive, non-controversial
and near-term improvements that are
proven to save livesĺ

Read more about
technology and Vision Zero at
visionzeronetwork.org/resources
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